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The progress in wide area network throughput has been a boon for data intensive
applications, giving them the option of bursting past the confines of local institutions and
allowing them to make full use of capabilities of distributed compute resources. All larger
scientific endeavors these days make heavy use of distributed computing, often reading a large
fraction of their data directly over WAN link, with notable examples being the LHC experiments,
LIGO and IceCube. This was not always the case, and some early distributed computing pioneers,
e.g. the LCG community, had to carefully plan and execute data placement to be close to available
resources, which in turn required careful planning and scheduling of network data transfers,
which was both labor intensive and error prone.
This benefit to research is by now widely recognized and has led to several activities that are
aimed at maximizing the benefits to the affected communities. One of the most important
concepts in this area was the wide adoption of the Science DMZ concept and the proliferation of
data transfer nodes (DTN), which allow for both high throughputs in and out of those zones, and
for reliable characterization of single network links. The Pacific Research Platform (PRP), and the
follow-up TNRP grant, have extended this concept by adding the ability to easily deploy and
schedule services on top of nodes in Science DMZs, thus making network measurement both
simple to execute and easy to reliably schedule. These activities have thus led to network links
between DTNs to be highly performant most of the time, and drastically reduced the time to
resolution in case of failures.
While the above activities are absolutely needed, they are however not sufficient on their
own. Users typically do not compute nor fetch data from DTNs, at least not exclusively. Examples
of additional resources currently not covered by the above activities are compute clusters inside
the various University departments and the commercial Cloud providers.
The problem of characterizing network throughput of non-DTN resources is twofold. On one
side, there are too many nodes that would need to be characterized, counting in the tens of
thousands; creating a full mesh would be impossible, due to the combinatorics nature of the
problem. Moreover, single node performance is often not all that important; large users typically
run concurrently on thousands of such nodes, and the bottleneck is likely somewhere in the
middle. And public Cloud providers have the additional property of requiring at least partial
payment for the use of their resources, networking included, which makes extensive generic
testing cost prohibitive.
The proposed solution is to perform targeted tests that approximately mimic the user
behavior, i.e. many clients reading from a few server nodes. This allows for characterizing the
network experience by final users and helps detect problems that can be addressed using the
remainder of the network exercising ecosystem. The major element of such a setup is the ability
to easily provision and schedule a large number of endpoint that can concurrently run the desired
data transfer tests. We ran a few such tests in the past few months, ranging from proving that
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Cloud storage is capable of 1.5Tbps throughput and that many Cloud regions are connected with
up to 1 Tbps networks, showing that 100 Gbps is achievable between Cloud and on-prem
resources, as well as detecting routing problems between DTN nodes and Cloud resources.
The major problem with such tests is finding enough (logical) nodes that can saturate the
network, on both ends of the test setup. The situation is relatively easy for the public Cloud
endpoints, due to their well-known elasticity, although cost may be a problem there. On-prem
availability is however often not trivial to come by. In the tests we ran so far, we were lucky
enough to have access to either a high-end setup of an interested user community, i.e. IceCube,
or access to enough resources in the TNRP Kubernetes cluster, which spans both CENIC and
Internet2 networks. In all our tests we used HTCondor as the scheduling (overlay) system, since
it has proven itself an excellent tool for these kinds of tests for over a decade, due to its flexibility,
scalability and reliability.
While we were able to characterize many use-cases, more are needed to properly cover the
major use cases of interest to the compute and data intensive scientific community. For that, we
need easy access to a much wider range of resources with excellent network capabilities, both in
terms of geographic distribution and available time slots. The PRP/TNRP model of joining many
geographically distributed DTNs into a Kubernetes pool is an excellent way to move in that
direction, as long as access to such pools is readily available to any interested party. We hope
that our experience will encourage many more regional providers to either create a similar
system or join a TNRP-like one, with federated agreements for ease of access.
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